One hundred for music
The Singapore Symphony Orchestra makes a guest appearance
in Dresden – at the Albertinum
On Tuesday, the Great Hall of the Museum of Hygiene, on Wednesday the inner courtyard
of the Albertinum. First the Dresden Philharmonic moved into the Museum, then the Music
Festival. Was it merely a delight in acoustic experimentation?
The début concert of the Singapore Symphony Orchestra with Jan Vogler was
intended as a token of the Dresden Music Festival’s gratitude to its audience. It was, of
course, a legitimate way of presenting its new programme. Above all, however, this was the
final concert of a European tour that has taken the orchestra – founded thirty-one years ago
– to London, Frankfurt am Main, Munich, Leipzig, Berlin and Dresden. In the case of the
Leipzig Gewandhaus and the Berlin Philharmonie, they were performing in two of the
world’s leading concert halls.
The concert was supposed to begin with Debussy’s tone poem La mer and to end
with The Rhyme of Taigu by the Chinese composer Zhou Long, who was born in 1953, but
in the event the order was reversed. As a result, the programme opened with The Rhyme of
Taigu – taiko drums were originally instruments of war designed to deafen the enemy and
raise the spirits of the home team. Rapid crescendos more reminiscent of a musical and
tempestuous brass writing swept through the stone-built hall, from which there was no
escape. Otherwise the instrumental resources were those that would be found in any
European orchestra. Thickly scored, it conjured up a vaguely Far Eastern sound world and
celebrated the meeting of two different cultures. Particularly remarkable was the way in
which a clarinet solo could tame the brute force of a tutti. Here a composer committed to
Chinese traditions succeeded in creating a harmonious blend with modern Western music.
Two display vehicles for the cello followed. With his Montagnana cello, Jan Vogler
sang his way through Gabriel Fauré’s Élégie, a rarity that is now a good century old but
which remains as beguiling as ever. It was with an astonishingly metallic timbre that the
cellist then attacked Tchaikovsky’s Rococo Variations, a work originally written for a
smaller orchestra. After a restrained opening painted with thick brushstrokes, he drove the
pizzicato passages all the more egregiously. He also tackled the magical cadenza at a
forward-looking tempo that sought to bring out the tragedy and to counter the Albertinum’s
echo.
In general, however, this is not the problem with this otherwise very dry acoustic.
But when a hundred musicians are enclosed in a stone shoebox, the hall creates the effect of
a mega-amplifier. And if the orchestra enters too often with a mezzo-forte, there is little
scope for the sound to blossom. This must surely be the reason why the piano sign was
invented.
After the interval, during which there was much muttering about the audience’s
aural impressions, we heard Arnold Böcklin’s The Isle of the Dead by Serge Rachmaninov.
This once popular painting was the inspiration for music that is nowadays rarely performed
– and it was from Singapore, of all places, that this orchestra came to Dresden, offering an
interpretation which under its conductor Lan Shui (the SSO’s music director since 1997
and, since 2008, principal conductor in Copenhagen) was extremely cultivated and, its
fullness of tone notwithstanding, never sounded uncomfortable. The concert ended with
Debussy’s La mer, another image that was initially woven from taffeta, but which then,
with its surging breakers, recalled Gerhard Richter’s painting Fels that hangs behind the
walls, which acted like the bell of a trumpet.
It was good that the order of the pieces had been changed, for otherwise Zhou
Long’s piece would have created the impression of a modernistically inappropriate
afterthought; nor would the hall have been as powerfully permeated by Debussy’s waves of
sound, only to be followed by Bernstein’s Candide Overture by way of an encore. The two
works would have sounded too alike. It is true that this popular piece has already been
heard in the Frauenkirche, but never at such a speed. In order to restore a sense of calm to
their listeners’ minds, Lan Shui and his orchestra finally made their leisurely but

meaningful way through Bach’s Air. After all, Jan Vogler had already exclaimed before
playing an encore from one of the Cello Suites: “More Bach for the hall!”
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An unusual concert venue: the Singapore Symphony Orchestra performs in the inner
courtyard of the Albertinum

